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What does it take to run a successful massage business? Great care, excellent customer
service, and the ability to promote yourself. Great care and customer service come naturally to
you, but promotion and marketing may be outside of your comfort zone. This book was written to
show that you don't need to be a marketing expert to grow your massage business - all you need
is a little bit of time and the right ideas.We'll start by helping you define a clear goal - such as
gaining 50 new clients in the next 3 months, or doubling your earnings in the next year - and then
present you with 15 practical and proven ways to reach your goal. These methods are based on
several years of experience working with sole practitioners and small clinics on growing their
business - some with a little bit of money to invest, and others using completely FREE tactics to
build a successful practice.
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INTRODUCTIONLet me start by introducing myself. My name is Daniel Ruscigno and I am one
of the Co-founders of ClinicSense. ClinicSense is clinic management software that’s been
designed specifically for sole practitioners and small clinics. Over the past few years, my role at
ClinicSense has given me the opportunity to work with many massage clinics on growing their
business. This book draws on that experience, and my goal is to provide you with 15 things that
you can start doing right away to grow your business. They are easy, extremely practical, and the
tactics have been proven by numerous other clinics.All I ask is that you approach this book with
an open mind and be willing to spend just a couple hours per week investing your time into
implementing these strategies. One of the most common reasons that massage businesses fail
is because they neglect marketing themselves – this doesn’t have to be you!

DEFINING YOUR GOALSBefore we begin discussing the 15 Practical And Proven Ways To
Grow Your Massage Business, there are a few things to cover. I’d like you to take a moment to
think about where you want to be in a year from now, 5 years from now, and 10 years from
now.How big do you want your business to be?Do you want a large enough client base for a full-
time clinic?Are you looking to supplement your income with a part-time clinic?How much money
do you want to make from your clinic each year?Since this is a book on growing your business,
let’s assume that your goal is to maximize your revenue or attract new clients. To make your goal
easier to accomplish and easier to measure, you have to be more precise with your definition of
the goal. We can do this with a SMART goal.SMART is an acronym for specific, measurable,
attainable, relevant, and time-bound. I am going to start this book by guiding you through the
process of creating a SMART goal for yourself so that you can keep this goal in mind and
visualize what you are going to do to make it happen.SpecificWhat do you want to accomplish?
(For example, you may want to attract new clients, or fill your appointment book by having your
existing clients rebook more often).Why do you want to accomplish this goal?MeasurableHow
will you know when you’ve accomplished this goal? (If your goal is to earn more money, how
much money? If your goal is to gain more new clients, how many new clients?)AttainableHow
realistic is this goal based on your constraints? (You want to make sure that you push yourself,



but if your goal is extreme, it’s hard to stay motivated when you are not advancing at the rate
you’d have to in order to meet the extreme goal).RelevantIs your goal worthwhile and matches
your needs? (A goal of making more money, attracting more clients, or continuing your
education are all worth-while for your massage career. A goal of mastering the piano is
not).Time-BoundWhen are you going to accomplish this goal by? (A commitment to a deadline
helps keep you focused on the task at hand, drives you to complete it before the due date, and
maintains a sense of urgency).Now that you have created your goal, keep it in mind as you read
through the 15 Practical And Proven Ways To Grow Your Massage Business, and genuinely
visualize implementing the marketing tactics to reach your goal.

HOW MUCH IS ACUSTOMER WORTH?The next thing to know before starting any clinic-
growing techniques is how much a customer is worth to your clinic.The reason you need to know
how much a customer is worth is because it helps set a limit on how much time or effort you
should be willing to put into attracting new clients. For example, if an average customer is worth
$100 to you, it would be silly to use a tactic that would require hundreds of dollars (or hundreds
of hours of your time) to attract a new client. You’d be losing money!And that’s why it’s important
to calculate a customer’s worth, formally known as Customer Lifetime Value. Use the following
questions to help you calculate your Customer Lifetime Value. It’s important to remember that we
are not thinking about one specific client, but rather the average across of all of your clients.A.
How much does your average appointment cost?B. How many appointments on average does a
client book in one year?C. How many years on average does a person remain a client?Your
Customer Lifetime Value:(Number from A) x (Number from B) x (Number from C) =
$_________This number, your Customer Lifetime Value, is how much one customer is worth to
you. Generally, if you spend less money (or the equivalent value of your time) to attract and treat
a new customer, your business will make money. This is called Return On Investment. You want
to focus on maximizing your Return On Investment and putting the most money in your pocket.
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